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BELOVED COMPANION AND MAYAN PRECEPTOR:

We send you greetings in His Love, Grace and Understanding. 
May His Miracles appear again in your good works in E@

In ministering to others you may encounter many problems---
It is well that you learn thoroughly and teach that whatever a man's 
present thought system may be, IT is responsible for his present con
dition. If one desires to change his present condition, he MUST nec
essarily give deepest consideration to developing a new system of 
thinking that will do it for him.

TO TEACH MENTAL AND PHYSICAL WELL-BEING IS TO TEACH 
LIFE; TO TEACH LIFE IS TO TEACH ILLUMINATION OF THE 
MIND; TO TEACH ILLUMINATION OF MIND IS TO TEACH OF 
GOD; FOR GOD IS LIFE AND LIGHT IN ALL ITS MANIFESTA
TIONS .
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Therefore to know about health and prosperity one must 
know about Life and the Light of Understanding....which 
is the Light of God in our Being.

There are people who live in eternal darkness, who do 
not want to talk about God, nor about religion. They have shut off 
the light. Their ways are in darkness. Their life is a murky misery 
of pain and want.

There are others who have been taught that all that is 
necessary to be considered a religious person is to indulge in cer
tain forms of cant and hypocrisy. They too, have shut off the Light 
and they live in darkness.

But these latter can be saved for every human being is 
by nature religious„ By instinct most all of us can feel a yearning 
toward the Light. We, as Mayan Ministers, have the privilege of 
pointing out the Light and even showing the Pathway that leads toward 
it.

We of this priesthood have a magical elixer —  one 
draught of which can restore the sick and heal the 
wounded and that elixer is ready at our call at 
all times through the Power of Prayer.

The religion of the Mayans is basic; it is not 
concerned with creeds or ecclesiastical rules nor 
even with church membership. It does not teach of 
a far off Diety but instead proclaims that All is 
God. As God is All, then we are a very part of 
Him and He is within us. Beyond All, there can be 
nothing. If there were something beyond, it would 
become a part of All. Beyond All is nothing. All, 
everything that is and has being - is the greatest 
thing we can imagine or understand. Likewise, God 
is the Greatest Being man can conceive an idea of.

... GOD IS ALL - ALL IS GOD ...

You are a part of All. Every fiber of your Being, 
every hair of your head —  All of You is a part of God. And so is 
every other created being, every other created thing. All is God. 
Therefore we have within us some of His Powers.

Power to heal, Power to create, Power to do as we will. 
Power to help others, Power to help ourselves, Power to achieve, at
tain and accomplish. Power to commune with Him. Power to increase
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our present powers. Power to bring harmony to all about us.

We have more powers available to us that we shall ever 
use. More powers than there are rays of light in the spectrum. By 
living in the Light of Understanding we may use them. By living in 
the Dark of Ignorance we insulate ourselves from the inflow of these 
powers.

Understand them —  that the real meaning of religion 
has nothing to do with creeds but means a consciousness of our one
ness with God.

The very word "religion" is from the two Latin words 
"re" and "ligo", which means to bind together.

But, being bound together, we learn from the 
ancient Mayans, that we should radiate His 
Light. We should spread His Word to the four 
corners of the earth. We should send it to 
the four parts of our own Being so that in 
Mind, Body, Spirit and Soul we are Godlike and 
at one with Him. Thus only can we establish 
for ourselves the real unity. Thus only, can 
we reflect His Harmony to All.

Ancient Symbol of Unity 
and Radiation.

He maketh His Light to shine on all alike. We should 
do Likewise. We need not concern ourselves with the shape of 
another's belief or creeds or his form of worship but only in terms 
of conscious union with God who is All.

The essence of religion is found in the light of under
standing that the presence of God is within us and that our Being is 
within Him.

We speak of a wise man as an "illuminated person". We 
speak of a healthy person as "full of Life". Light and Wisdom, and 
Health and Life are so closely related that one implies the other.

Wisdom is Divine Light. Health is the Joy of 
Life. Life is the Source of Health and the 
opportunity for Wisdom. And the Lord is the 
Life and Light of the Universe.

In the physical body Life is the vital spark. 
And a spark is a tiny light. It is the ani
mating faculty of created being.
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• *• URGE ••• LIFE *•• ACTION •••

You have heard that "like attracts like" and you have 
just been told of the "animating spark". That which animates tends 
to produce animation or action and action tends to produce that which 
animates.

Keep one of your limbs inactive for a long period of 
time and it withers. But use it, work it, exercise it and it gains 
in strength, power and life. If life is desired in a limb or in a 
person, then that limb or that person must be activated. For by ac
tion is the mysterious life force attracted. Just as life urges 
action, so will action tend to produce more life.

And this is true in every department of our Being. If 
you wish more mental ability, use your mental ability more; activate 
it. Radiate life and you receive more life. Radiate enlightenment 
and greater illumination will come to you. Which is just one more 
way of proving the Truth that

" AS YE GIVE, SO SHALL YE RECEIVE. "
The All is a vast reservoir of Life. Look up into the 
Heavens and watch the immense stars and planets moving 
in ceaseless action, each reflecting the light of some 
central sun. And let your mind reflect that all this 
above and about the grain of sand that we call Earth, 
all this with its billions of suns and spiralling Uni
verses, is but a small part of All. Reflect on the 

tremendous energies at work there and remember that it is all moving 
along according to Law and Order. All is harmony. Each tiny planet 
and star is free; free, yet conforming to the many manifestations of 
the One Law; every action producing its reaction throughout All even 
unto its tiniest grain of sand.

A drop of water under a microscope reveals another 
world of life in forms so small as to be almost unbelievable; each 
form free, yet conforming exactly to the many manifestations of the 
same Divine Law.

The sea, the air, the earth,, the water, all are filled 
with myriads of forms of life. And up above and down below and all 
about this old earth space is filled with forms of light; visible 
rays, invisible rays, cosmic rays, rays of energy, rays of matter, 
All in action.
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A PIECE OF ANCIENT STONE, A BAR OF NEW STEEL, A 
CHUNK OF GOLD EXCAVATED FROM A PHAROAH'S TOMB, 
ALL SEEM TO BE DENSE SOLID BODIES. BUT SCIEN
TISTS HAVE PROVED THAT ALL THESE ARE COMPOSED 
OF COUNTLESS TRILLIONS OF ATOMS, IONS, ELECT
RONS, METRONS, MICRONS, ALL RACING ABOUT WITH 
THE SPEED OF BULLETS.

••• LIFE, LIGHT AND ACTION PERVADES ALL

Can any enlightened person thinking these thoughts, 
seeing these things, observing the harmony, the unity of power gov
erning them whether they be stars or atoms, doubt that they have a 
Creator as well as a Dispenser? Can anyone with Life in his Being 
and Light in his Intellect doubt the existence of a Supreme Being?

THE SUPREME ONE IS ALL

AND WE CALL HIM

~  <goö
Whether we call the Supreme One God or whether we pre

fer the term Nature, it is ALL the same. Your name may be John but 
if I call you Henry, you are the same person. The name used does not 
change you.

Man has invented 92 names for God. It does not matter 
which we use to refer to Him, but when we analyze the subjects of 
Health and Happiness, we must refer them to Life and Light and in 
studying these subjects we must refer them to their Creator.

That we are able to thus reason is proof that man is an 
exceptional creation of the Almighty.

The bar of steel, the chunk of gold-, the stone, the sea 
and sun, the earth, the air, the atom, none of these can thus reason 
about its origin or its kinship with the Creator. But, Man was made 
in His image. Other forms may have bodies, or characteristics, or 
will and desire, or even creative abilities and a certain amount of 
mentality, but none but Man possesses Intellect, the fifth point of 
the Pyramid of your Being.
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It is this that makes us free above all other created 
things, above all other forms of Life. The pyramid of developed In
tellect raises our Being above the rest like an Alpine summit above 
an ant-hill. By his reasoning faculty, by his intuitive ability, by 
his enlightened mentality is man raised up.

MIND IS THE STORAGE PLACE OF THOUGHT - BUT IT IS

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF WILL - AND WILL IS ONE OF

THE CREATOR'S SPECIAL GIFTS TO MAN.

Will and Desire are the energizing departments 
of our Being which we call Spirit. When God gave man Spirit, He again 
bestowed upon us the gift of Freedom, a gift so wonderful that it may 
be used even against its Creator.

TRY THIS
Go to your mirror. Look deep into your eyes. See 
the fire and Spirit shining there. Note the re
flection passing through your mind as the light of 
thought plays in your eyes and mind. Observe the 
character to be sensed by gazing into these win
dows of your soul. See the sparks, as Intellect 
flashes its messages.

Now, still gazing deep within yourself through 
your reflected image, ask yourself, "Who am I?"

Ah, my good Companion, you are gazing upon a great mys
tery. You may sense this without fathoming it; feel it without un
derstanding it. What Guiding Light is leading you?

The things that you have done are all recorded some
where within, behind those eyes. Why did you do them? What impulses 
acting on Will and Desire have sometimes side-tracked the Guiding 
Light which also acts on Will and Desire? Where do these impulses 
originate? - In some past life? Where dwells the mysterious part of 
you that governs these things, even swaying Will and Desire, - that 
peculiar part of you whom you do not know, cannot always control, but 
as a rule automatically obey?

The fact is that you have a physical brain which is of 
flesh and is little more than a switchboard governing controls of 
your body.
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But, you also have a Conscious Mind and a Sub-Conscious 
Mind. And above these, you have a Spirit and a Soul. 
The Mind, in its dual capacity, is conditioned by the 
immortal Soul and receives its power through the Spirit.

iS 9 ^

In your Ministry, in the healing and treating of human
ity, always remember that man has a dual mentality. The Sub - Con
scious Mind does not reason but acts from suggestion on what is tran
smitted to it by the Conscious Mind.

Never lose sight of that. That is why a good affirma
tion is so effective in Treating. That is why an affirmation should 
be repeated over and over and over again, but without effort, to be
lieve or disbelieve.

The fact that Will is over Mind is the reason death of 
the physical body can be brought on by desire. And that is also why 
life in the physical body may often be continued even when the wisest 
physician says that it cannot be. This is the principle that was 
used by ancient wise men and is used by some men living today for 
producing so-called suspended animation, merely by effort of Will. 
You will be taught more about this as you progress farther on the 
Mayan Path.

But beyond Will and Desire is the Department of Soul 
where Imagination dwells. Imagination is more powerful than either 
and Imagination has the same access to the Sub-Conscious Mind that we 
have through the Conscious Mind. In any contest between Will Power 
and Imagination, no matter how strong the Will, Imagination always 
wins.

MAN may be injured but Will that he live. If Imagination 
sends a powerful message to his Sub-Conscious Mind that he 
is dying, he will die. If a person imagines he is para
lyzed, he becomes paralyzed. And he will continue to be a 
paralytic until his Imagination images something else.

There are thousands living today as shut-ins believing 
themselves paralyzed, who actually are entirely well. Because they 
imagine they are still paralyzed, they are unable to attain a cure. 
But a strong enough counter-stimulus to their Imagination overcomes 
the negative belief and substitutes the image of restoration and they 
are cured.

Imaginary illnesses become real illnesses. Even so, 
they are error. And real illnesses vanish miraculously if the image 
of perfect health is created by the Imagination. What we confident
ly expect is what we get. Imagine you are well and well being floods 
your person.
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NOWING as we do and having the light of Understanding 
within us that God is Perfect, that He is All-Powerful and 
that He is within us, it should be easy for us to image 
perfection in health and in all other ways. Teaching this 
to others is likewise easy, if you point out each step of 
the way in easy stages.

There ‘is in every man an emanation of God's dual compo- 
nants - Spirit and Substance. We are made in His image — Perfect. 
Only our imagining can be less than perfect, not His. Then perfect 
the image; make the image perfect and hold it so, continuously; for 
in that image, will we become.

Man has no conception of the power he possesses. He has 
no realization of the enormity of his powers until he stops to real
ize that he is a part of God, specially endowed with many of His 
powers, blessed above all other forms of creation. He should always 
realize that the physical body is only a part of him; that the real 
person is the invisible part.

By development of his Intellect, man can reach up and can 
so contact the Supreme Being so as to learn therefrom all the truths 
of life and how to conform with the law that governs the Universe and 
through which all good is secured.

The Supreme Being is the Source of Life and being such, is 
also the source of health. We, whose very beings are in His Image 
reflect His glory and by our perfect reflection, have the power to 
bring about a vital union with the Creator at any time.

This knowledge is the highest knowledge we can gain. Un
derstand it thoroughly. Apprehend its Truth, for by the Illumination 
of this may you bring health, happiness, success and the complete re
alization of the destiny toward which a Guiding Light has been lead
ing YOU.

<S I /
May The Father Richly Reward You,

THE MAYANS
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SPECIAL MEDITATION 

FOR

MAYAN MINISTERS

(Use at the Angelus Calls and when Ministering)

I AM at this moment lifted up into thy Light and Life that I may 

lift up others.

The Glory of God expresses itself through me.

The Strength of God supports me in all that I undertake.

The Wisdom of God guides me into Paths of Peace, Power and 

Prosperity.

I thank Thee, - All-Mighty-One.
Amen.

Aitö

ÜCttnw ütljat J Am 

C6Ü&S

"And He said unto him: "Take up thy bed and walk."

Matthew 9:6 Mark 2:9,11 John 5:11, 12


